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요 약

분산 압축 비디오 센싱 (DCVS) 기술은 압축센싱 및 분산 비디오 부호화 기술의 결합을 통해 저 비용의 샘플링을 실현하는 새로운

패러다임이다. 본 논문에서는 프레임 간 높은 시간 상관성을 활용한 DCVS에서의 스킵모드 부호화 방법을 제안한다. 제안하는 방법은

일정조건을 만족하는 비 키-프레임에 대한 측정값을 복호화기에 전송하지 않아도 시간적 보간법을 통해 해당 비 키-프레임의 복원이

가능하도록 하여 율-왜곡 측면에서 좋은 압축 성능을 보장한다. 이와 더불어, 더 나은 시간적 보간을 위하여 계층적 구조를 사용하는

방법을 제안한다. 실험 결과, 제안하는 스킵모드 부호화 방법은 약간의 PSNR 감소에 비해 매우 높은 측정율 절약이 되는 것을 확인

하였다. 또한, 제안하는 방법을 높은 시간 연관성을 갖는 비디오 영상에 적용할 경우, 복호화기의 연산 복잡도가 평균 43.75% 감소하

는 것을 확인하였다. 

Abstract

Distributed compressive video sensing (DCVS) is a low cost sampling paradigm for video coding based on the compressive 
sensing and the distributed video coding. In this paper, we propose using a skip-mode coding in DCVS under the assumption that 
in case of high temporal correlation, temporal interpolation can guarantee sufficiently good quality of nonkey frame, therefore no 
need to transmit measurement data in such a nonkey frame. Furthermore, we extend it to use a hierarchical structure for better 
temporal interpolation. Simulation results show that the proposed skip-mode coding can save the average subrate of whole video 
sequence while the PSNR is reduced only slightly. In addition, by using the proposed scheme, the computational complexity is 
also highly decreased at decoder on average by 43.75% for video sequences that have strong temporal correlation.

Keyword : Distributed compressive video sensing, Distributed video coding, Compressive sensing, Skip mode, Temporal 
interpolation.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

A video encoding paradigm with low complexity is quite 
on demand for real-time applications such as video confer-
ence on mobile devices or wireless visual sensor networks, 
but its practical realization is still very challenging. A pos-
sible solution for such scenario is the distributed video cod-
ing (DVC), in which, the highly correlated video frames 
are independently encoded but are jointly decoded [1-5]. 
In DVC, the most computationally intensive task of motion 
estimation/motion compensation is shifted from encoder to 
decoder, thus resulting in a very simple encoder at the ex-
pense of a complex decoder.

By the way, the traditional Nyquist sampling may be 
burdensome much at encoder in terms of storage and data 
transmission, because the Nyquist/Shannon rate required to 
be at least twice the highest frequency of the input signal 
is already too high for high resolution video. As an alter-
native, the compressive sensing (CS) is an emerging sam-
pling technique allowing sparse signals (or those having 
sparse representation in some transform domains) to be 
sampled at a rate much lower than the Nyquist/Shannon 
rate via a linear projection into a measurement domain. 
One extreme demo was the single-pixel CS camera re-
ported in 2008 [6]. CS provides a lot of potentials of dra-
matic complexity reduction of computation and resource 
since it can directly acquire signal in a very compressive 
form. 

Inspired by low sampling cost of CS and low encoding 
complexity of DVC, researchers [7-11] combined them into 
a framework of distributed compressive video sensing 
(DCVS). In DCVS system, an input video sequence is div-
ided into many group of pictures (GOP), each containing 
a key frame (called K-frame) and several nonkey frames 
(called CS-frame). In [7], conventional intra coding (such 
as MPEG or H.26x Intra) is used for key frames, and 
block-based CS is used for nonkey frames. However, this 

framework is less attractive due to its need for two parallel 
samplers: one for Nyquist/Shannon sampling; and the other 
for the CS. In another approach [11], Y. Baig et al. pro-
posed a DCVS system that employs the CS for both key 
and nonkey frames leading to significantly low sampling 
cost at encoder. Side information (SI) is generated by creat-
ing a dictionary from CS measurements of key frames and 
incorporated into recovery process of nonkey frames.

Most of the DCVS systems [8-11] use the same subrate 
for all nonkey frames. However, note that the temporal cor-
relation, i.e., the similarity of a frame to its temporally 
neighboring frames, may be very different from frame to 
frame within a sequence, and from sequence to sequence. 
Accordingly, the importance of received measurement at a 
decoder may be different from frame to frame. In the case 
of low temporal correlation, the received measurements are 
very important, since the nonkey frames cannot be esti-
mated accurately, by an interpolation process, from its 
neighbours. On the other hand, an interpolation process 
may generate a nonkey frame of a good quality, for which, 
the received measurement may not be so essential. 
Naturally, in this paper, we propose a skip-mode coding 
for measurement data of frames in such a case of high tem-
poral correlation at the expense of only a little quality loss 
of recovered video. In implementation, the encoder com-
putes temporal correlation between measurements of neigh-
boring frames to decide if the skip-mode is a right choice. 
In this scheme, we send a skip indicator to notify a corre-
sponding decoder of the skip for a given nonkey frame. 
With frame interpolation at decoder instead of CS recov-
ery, the decoding time may be decreased considerably, es-
pecially for very stable video scenes.

The rest of this paper is organized as following: related 
works to this paper are described in Section II. Section III 
shows the proposed method to decide the skip-mode cod-
ing, while section IV presents simulation results. Finally, 
in section V, we make concluding remark.
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Ⅱ. Related works

1. Compressive Sensing (CS)

A signal ∈   is called -sparse if it has at most 
 non-zero elements (i.e., ∥∥≤   where ∥∥  is 

the  -norm). By CS frameworks in [12], a sparse signal 

or approximately compressible signal  can be recovered 

from a small number of measurements ∈  where   
is a linear projection of a signal   by a measurement ma-

trix ∈×   as: 

  (1)  
 

Note that, for recovery of a signal  , the measurement 
matrix  needs to satisfy the restricted isometry property 
of order- [13], i.e., there exits a ∈   holding for 

all -sparse vectors   such that:

  ∥∥
 ≤∥∥

 ≤   ∥∥
 (2)   

  
From a practical viewpoint, there are very few real world 

signals being truly sparse. However, most of natural signals 
can be sparsely represented in some selected transform do-
mains, for example, in DCT or DWT domains, especially 
in case of image/video signals.

A length-N signal   associated with a sparse transform 

basis   can be represented as    , where   is a vec-
tor consisting of the transform coefficients of  . CS proves 
that it is possible to recover sparse representation   of   

from  measurements,    , where  ≪   
(ratio    is called the subrate or measurement rate) 
by the -minimization:

  min∥∥  such that     (3)  

Because the  -minimization of eq.(3) is an NP-hard 

problem [14], CS recovery solves an alternative of 
-minimization, which is a convex optimization problem as:

  min∥∥  such that     (4)

There are many algorithms to solve eq.(4); for example, 
Matching Pursuit (MP) [15], or Orthogonal Matching 
Pursuit (OMP) [16] algorithms.

2. Motion Compensation-Block-based 
Compressive Sensing-Smoothed Projected 
Landweber (MC-BCS-SPL)

In [8], S. Mun et al. presented an effective scheme of 
DCVS with all CS frames pursuing the simplest sampling. 
Furthermore, they employed motion estimation (ME) / mo-
tion compensation (MC) at the decoder side, similarly to 
DVC, for a simplest encoder. The block diagram of 
MC-BCS-SPL is shown in Fig. 1. At the encoder, a video 
sequence is divided into GOPs, each consisting of a key 
frame and several nonkey frames. The key frame and all 
nonkey frames are partitioned into non-overlapping blocks 
of size × , and then projected into a measurement do-
main using eq.(1). For the best quality of recovered frames, 
the key frame is always sampled with a higher subrate than 
that of nonkey frame. MC-BCS-SPL decoder consists of 
two main processes: forward/backward ME/MC and re-
sidual reconstruction. Forward/backward ME/MC, i.e., for-
ward temporal direction to reconstruct the first half of GOP 
and backward temporal direction to reconstruct the last half 
of GOP, are employed to exploit temporal correlation be-
tween successive frames in video sequence. This structure 
of forward/backward ME/MC is shown in Fig. 2. ME/MC 
generates SI that helps to enhance the performance of CS 
recovery process. Residual reconstruction recovers the 
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그림 1. MC-BCS-SPL의 블록 다이어그램 [8]
Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the MC-BCS-SPL [8]

그림 2. GOP 크기 8에서의 순방향/역방향 구조
Fig. 2.  An illustration of forward/backward structure with GOP size of 8

difference between a given frame and its SI under an as-
sumption that the residual signal is sparser than the signal 
itself (then gives better performance of recovery). In a nut-
shell, MC-BCS-SPL has some interesting merits :

- As aforementioned, MC-BCS-SPL uses CS for both key 
frames and nonkey frames. This is different from some 
DCVS models [7, 9] which use conventional intra cod-
ing such as MPEG or H.26x intra coding for key frames. 
Even though the conventional intra coding can have 
much quality gain of reconstructed key frames but it suf-
fers much from high computational complexity not only 
in encoder but also in decoder. Note that, in CS frame-

work, one of the main tasks is to make a simple encoder. 
Demanded by this mission, MC-BCS-SPL relieves out 
the burden of Nyquist/Shannon sampling. By other 
means, MC-BCS-SPL integrates sampling and com-
pression in a single process with both key frames and non-
key frames, which enables a low complexity encoder. 

- It is obvious that a large size CS sensing which satisfies 
the RIP condition with an overwhelming probability 
[20], usually gives high recovered performance. As a re-
sult, the authors in [9] use the frame-based sensing for 
their DCVS model. Unfortunately, this is not quite at-
tractive to a real time applications due to large size of 
natural video frames. By dividing a video frame to 
smaller non-overlapping blocks, MC-BCS-SPL not only 
reduces memory requirement for a large size sensing 
matrix but also makes this model more amenable to re-
al-time applications.

However, MC-BCS-SPL still has much space to upgrade 
its performance, for example, it needs capability to properly 
address the difference in temporal correlation from frame to 
frame in a video sequence. It urges us to investigate a new 
skip-mode coding as presented in detail in section III.
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그림 3. 측정 상관 계수
Fig. 3. Measurement correlation coefficient 

3. Skip-mode coding in DCVS

Based on the different temporal correlation from frame to 
frame in video sequence, the framework in [7] proposed a 
method to skip transmitting a block that changes very little 
from its temporally co-located previous block; however it 
makes the encoder more complex in order to determine the  
skip-mode for each block. Additionally, it still needs the en-
coder to decode key frames, which is impractical for DCVS 
systems that use CS for both key frame and nonkey frame. 
Note that, since one of the unique features of CS framework 
is to reduce the complexity of encoder, the decoding require-
ment of key frames at encoder is less attractive. 

III . Proposed skip-mode coding

In a video sequence, low motion video sequence has 
high temporal correlation among successive frames. The 
aim of the proposed skip-mode coding is to allow the CS 
system exploiting this property by not transmitting measure-
ments of such nonkey frames having high temporal 
correlation. It means that the number of measurements for 
low motion frames is reduced remarkably in transmission or 
storage. When the motion in video sequence increases (i.e., 
the temporal correlation among successive frames de-
creases), the number of skip-mode frames is reduced to 
avoid poor quality of recovered video frames.

Even though the raw video data (sampled at a 
Nyquist/Shannon rate) is not available at the encoder, the 
temporal correlation between successive frames may still be 
computed in measurement domain with its value not much 
different from that in spatial domain. Thus, in the frame-
works [11, 19], the authors postulate that high CS measure-
ment correlation also results from high spatial correlation. 
By experimental results, [11] also points out that the frames 
in various sequences have high temporal correlation among 

CS measurements with the corresponding value even above 
0.9.

For two length-L measurement vectors  and , denote   

and  , respectively, the averages of   and  , the temporal 

correlation coefficient between   and   is computed as:

 





  



 






  



 





  



 
  



(5)

  

where i is an element index of   and  .

To show more clearly the measurement correlation in 
video sequence, we analyse correlation for the first 80 
frames of Hall Monitor, Salesman, Soccer and Football. CS 
measurement is obtained for each frame with subrate of 0.5 
by Gaussian measurement matrix. The measurement corre-
lation coefficients between a frame and its forward ad-
jacency ( ), and backward adjacency () are computed 

as eq.(5); then the average correlation,   × , 

is taken and plotted in Fig. 3. All video sequences show 
high correlation between CS measurements with correlation 
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coefficient above 0.9. Those video sequences having low 
motion such as Hall Monitor, Salesman have high correla-

tion between CS measurement:   is very close to 1. On 
the other hand, those video sequences having high motion 
such as Soccer or Football, the correlation is quite far from 
1. Thus, the measurement correlation decreases when  mo-
tion in video sequence increases.

Utilizing the measurement correlation in eq.(5), the pro-
posed scheme decides whether or not a nonkey frame 
should be skip-mode coded or not. At the encoder, the 
measurement correlation coefficient   between a nonkey 

frame and its reference frames, (where n is index of refer-
ence frame), is computed using eq.(5). The average of its 
measurement correlation coefficients,      , 

is then compared with a predefined threshold . Nonkey 
frame mode is determined as:

      ≥ 
   

(6)
 

 

그림 4. 압축센싱에서의 스킵모드 부호화
Fig. 4. Skip-mode coding at compressive sensing

The process described above is repeated until modes of 
all the nonkey frames within a current GOP are identified. 
A block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 
4. Note that the encoder needs to signal its decoder whether 
a given nonkey frame is encoded with the skip-mode or 
not. This signaling requires an additional bit for each non-
key frame.

The decoder processes a nonkey frame in the skip- or 
inter-mode depending on the received signal bits. If a non-
key frame is marked as the skip-mode, the reconstruction 
is obtained by interpolation from its referenced frames. 
Here, we use a simple but effective temporal interpolation 
which takes an average of its recovered referenced frames. 
Otherwise (i.e., nonkey frame is in inter-mode), it is recov-
ered normally by using received measurement vector by re-
sidual CS reconstruction.

Furthermore, in this paper, the proposed skip-mode cod-
ing is implemented on MC-BCS-SPL with a modified GOP 
structure. That is, instead of using a simple forward/back-
ward structure in Fig. 2 that is known not the best for tem-
poral interpolation, we use a hierarchical structure as 
shown in Fig. 5 since it is well-known as being better at 
exploiting temporal correlation among neighboring frames 
[17, 18]. As a result, performance of MC-BCS-SPL is 
improved. 

그림 5. GOP 크기 8에서의 계층 구조
Fig. 5. An illustration of hierarchical structure with GOP size of 8
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(a) Hall Monitor (b) Salesman

(c) News (d) Soccer

그림 6. 제안 방법의 율-왜곡 성능
Fig. 6. RD-performance of the proposed method

IV. Experimental results

In this section, we evaluate performance of the proposed 
method with the first 144 frames of four QCIF (×) 
video sequences, namely, Hall Monitor, Salesman, News, 
and Soccer. Input video sequence is divided into GOPs 
with size of 8. At the encoder, each frame is split into 
non-overlapping ×  blocks, and all blocks are sam-
pled using Gaussian measurement matrix with a subrate of 
0.7 for key frames and a subrate in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 

for nonkey frames. For the proposed method, we set 
   in eq.(6) which gives good performance in the 

skip-mode coding. Futhermore, the average subrate   for 
whole sequence is computed as:

  

 
(7)

 

where   and   are numbers of key and nonkey frames 

in a given video sequence;   and   are corresponding 
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subrates of key and nonkey frame. PSNR of the proposed 
method is calculated based on an average subrate. The 
rate-distortion (RD) performance of the proposed method 
and its decoding time comparison are given in Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 7.

1. Rate-distortion performance of proposed 
method

Fig. 6 shows the RD-comparison of the proposed 
skip-mode coding. First of all, it is obvious that, at the 
same average subrate, performance of MC-BCS-SPL with 
the hierarchical structure is always better than that of the 
forward/backward structure; PSNR can gain by up to 1.5 
dB for Hall Monitor. This can be explained that because 
by using hierarchical structure, decoder can generate more 
reliable estimation of motion field that helps to create high 
quality of SI in decoding process. Consequently, the pro-
posed method of skip-mode coding always gives better re-
sult under the hierarchical structure than the forward/back-
ward structure. 

Naturally, with the proposed skip-mode coding for non-
key frame, quality of recovered frames (i.e., PSNR) of the 
proposed method is expected not as good as that of conven-
tional MC-BCS-SPL. It is because of the potential erro-
neous interpolation of the nonkey frames in recovery 
process. However, the average subrate of the whole se-
quence is obviously reduced a lot. Average saving rate 
(ASR) is calculated as:






× (8)

where   and   are average subrate of conventional 

MC-BCS-SPL and that of the proposed skip-mode coding 
on top of the MC-BCS-SPL, respectively,

Because the video sequences, Hall Monitor and 

Salesman, contain only a little motion and very stable 
background, there are many nonkey frames in video se-
quence which are skipped. Consequently, proposed method 
shows good performance. For example with the compar-
ison at subrate 0.5 of nonkey frame (two points are marked 
in red circle at Fig. 6(a)), the ASR of Hall Monitor is about 
54% with a PSNR reduction of only 0.65 dB. Contrarily, 
because Soccer has rapid motions (background and objects 
change quickly), temporal correlation between frames is 
not as high as Hall Monitor. Accordingly, most of nonkey 
frames are encoded as the inter-mode; thus, the proposed 
method makes no difference for such video sequence with 
rapid motion. For the News sequence which contains mod-
erate motion, number of skipped nonkey frame is smaller 
than that of Hall Monitor or Salesman. At two points that 
are marked in red circle at Fig. 6(c), the ASR is approx-
imately 12.6% with a trade-off in PSNR of about 0.1 dB. 
Thus, the experimental results showed that the skip-mode 
coding could reduce lots of unnecessary transmission (or 
storage) of measurement data with only insignificant PSNR 
loss.

2. Time complexity of the proposed method.

The proposed method helps MC-BCS-SPL to reduce 
computational complexity at decoder. By using a simple 
but also effective interpolation as aforementioned in section 
III, decoding time can be considerably saved. Average sav-
ing time (AST) is calculated as following: 

 

 
× (9)

where  and   are decoding time of conventional MC- 

BCS-SPL and the proposed skip-mode coding on top of the 
MC-BCS-SPL, respectively.

Fig. 7 illustrates comparison of accumulated decoding 
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그림 7. 계층구조에서의 복호화 시간 비교 (Hall Monitor 영상)
Fig. 7. Comparison of decoding time with hierarchical structure (Hall 
Monitor sequence)

time of Hall Monitor. It shows that the decoding time is 
reduced remarkably when using the skip-mode coding; 
average AST is approximately 43.75% over the conven-
tional hierarchical MC-BCS-SPL. Thus, the more measure-
ments of nonkey frames are skipped, the more decoding 
time can be saved. 

V . Conclusion

In this paper, a method of skip-mode coding for DCVS 
system is proposed. In the proposed method, the encoder 
exploits the temporal correlation between measurements in 
GOP to determine skip-mode coding of nonkey frames. For 
frames with less motion, the proposed skip-mode coding 
implemented on MC-BCS-SPL allows to skip transmitting 
measurements of frames. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method works well with video sequences hav-
ing low motion like Hall Monitor or Salesman for which 
not only up to 54% of average subrate is saved but also 
decoding time is decreased remarkably in comparison to 
the conventional MC-BCS-SPL. 
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